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ABSTRACI

This  paper  examines  the  perceived  concepts  that  administrators

of  environmental  law  hold  toward  political  influence  imposed  on

them  during  the  administration  of  their  duties.    The  irivestigation

was  carried  out  by  three  basic  mechanisms:     review  of  literature,

questionnaire  survey  of  administrators  of  environmental  law,  and
on-the-job  experience  as  an  administrator.

The  study  also  examines  the  relationships  of  the  administrator

to  legislative  bodies,  the  general  public  and  influence  groups.

It  was  found  that  the  administrator  should  engage  in  interaction

with  all  of  the  clienteles,  but  the  agency's  enforcement  actions

should  not  be  unduly  influenced  by  the  interaction.     However,

most  of  the  administrators  cannot  or  do  not  differentiate  the

interaction  from  the  influence.

The  analysis  of  the  survey  revealed  that  the  bureaucrats

think  that  they  receive  political  pressure  and  their  actions
are  many  times  changed  as  a  result  of  the  perceived  or  actual

influence.     The  agency's  concept  of  its  role  in  the  management
-It

of  the  environment  largely  determines  how  it  perceives  inter-

action  with  clienteles,  i.e.   if  the  agency  believes  it  should

only  :dminister  the  laws,  it  is  more  likely  to  perceive  inter-

action  as  influence.     Conversely,   if  the  agency  assumes  the

role  of  management  of  the  environmen.t,  which  includes  formulation

of  laws  as  well  as  administration,  it  is  not  as  likely  to  see

interaction  as  influence.
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PREFACE

The  subject  of  political  influence  is  a  much  talked  about

item when  focusing  on  policy  formulation  or  legislative  activities

by  elected  public  officials.    But  what  about  after  the  laws

have  been  formulated  and  enacted.     Does  the  influence  and  inter-

action  continue  to  occur,  even  with  bureaucrats  who  are  charged

with  the  equitable  administration  of  the  legislative  mandates.

As  far  as  this  writer  could  determine,  there  has  not  been

much  inquiry  into  the  subject;  therefore,  this  paper  represents

research  into  a  relatively  new  field.     Consequently,   a  large

share  of  the  information  has  been  obtained  directly  from

administrators  of  environmental  law  and  some  original  ideas

and  perceptions  have  emerged.

This  project  has  been  financed  in  part  with  Federal  funds

from  the  Environmental  Protection  Agency  under  Grant  No.   U910516-

01TO.     The  contents  do  not  necessarily  reflect  the  views  and

policies  of  the  Environmental  Protection  Agency.
For  help  in  developing  the  thesis,  I  am  particularly  indebted

to  Professor  Herbert  H.  Legg  for  his  valuable  guidance  and  to

Professor  Marvin  K.   Hoffman  for  his  help  in  providing  assistance

in  statistical  analysis  of  the  survey.    I  also  appreciate  the

contributions  from  Robert  R.   Pulp,  Anthony  8.   Marimpietri  and

Paul  P.  Appasamy.     Their  ideas  and  review  of  the  drafts  were

vii



very  helpful.     In  addition,   I  thank  Sharon  L.   Mabe   for  her  endless

patience  in  working  with  me  and  typing  the  drafts  and  final

in.anuscript.

William  M.   Edsel
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CIIAPTER   I

AN   ADMINISTRATOR'S   PEP`CEPTIONS   OF   POLITICAL   INFLUENCE

IrmosED   UPON

ADMINISTRATOR.S   OF   ENVIRONMENTAL   LAW

Introduction

In  an  address  to  the  Congress  of  the  United  States,   in

December  of  1974,   President  Gerald  R.   Ford  expressed  that:

No  longer  is  concern  for  the  environment  the  dream
of  a  few.    Instead,  it  is  reflected  in  countless
actions  by  many  citizens,  by  industry,   and  by  govern-
ment  at  all  levels  every  day.     The  environmental
movement  has  matured,   and  the  na.tion  and.  its  environ-
ment  have  benefitec3.  in  tri.e  process.     I.Coking  to  the
future,  we  can  expect  further  accomplishment  in

::3:::::gn:ufne:¥:r::::=:ya:§  ::::7LW±th  ±t ,  further
Truly,  the  environmental  movement  has  gained  a  healthy

foothold  because,   as  President  Ford  has  noted  in  the  message

stated  above,  many  people,  public  and  private,  have  aptly

recognized  the  urgent  need  for  the  balance  of  the  natural

environment  in  which  we  must  live.     Progress  toward  meeting

of  the  goal  of  a  clean  environment  is  not  expected  by  anyone

to  be  an  easy  task.     However,  I  feel  the  administrators  of

environmental  laws  perceive  that  they  have  been  the  receptors

lcouncil  on  Environmental  Quality,   Fifth  Annual  Report  of
the  Environment   (Washington
974  ,  p.  vi=

U.   S.   Government  Printing  Office,
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of  pressure  which  is  misguided,   i.e.   political  influence  which

would  be  more  properly  directed  towards  elected  of f icials  who

have  legislative  powers  to  rna.ke  admends  or  change  overly

restrictive  or  poorly  written  environmental  regulations.

Purpose  and  Scope

It  is  the  purpose  of  this  paper  to  investigate,  determine

and  report  the  apparent  perceptions  that  some  administrators

of  environmental  law,   includirig  the  writer,  have  toward  the

concept  of  political  influence  as  it  relates  to  their  day-to-
day  decision-making  processes  and  enforcement  actions.

It  is  important  at  this  point  to  clarify  some  basic  terms

which  will  be  used  throughout  this  thesis.    Political  influence

will  mean  the  act  or  power  of  producing  an  effect  without

apparent  exertion  of  force  or  direct  exercise  of  command.     Inter-

action  denotes  mutual  actions  or  influence  which  does  not  result

in  overt  pressure.    The  concept  of  perception,   as  used  in  this

paper,   employs  the  idea  of  awareness  and  understanding.     However,

perception  also  implies  a  mental  image,  which  may  or  may  not  be
accurate.    Working  with  the  definitions  as  outlined,   it  is  the

hypothesis  of  this  writer  that. bureaucrats  are  caught  in  the

dilemma  of  maneuvering  enforcement  measures  because  of  political-
pressures  imposed  on  them  during  the  course  of  the  administration
of  environmental  regulations.

Although  references  will  be  made  to  political  influence

directed  toward  elected  public  officials,  the  basic  thread  of

3

this  paper  is  directed  toward  the  study  of  the  influences  and

interactions  of  individual  citizens,  special  interest  groups

and  political  influence  organizations  with  the  work-a-day

government  official.    Therefore,  the  supposition  is  that  the
administrators  referred  to  in  this  paper  are  not  supposed  to

be  in  a  political  position  as  it  relates  to  the  formulation
and  enactment  of  rules  and  regulations  dealing  with  the

natural  environment.

Methodology

The  investigation  into  the  political  influence  problem was

carried  out  by  three  basic  mechanisms.    First,  the  writer

reviewed  current  literature  to  determine  if  the  situation  had
been  conceptualized  by  others.    The  materials  included  books

on  environmental  issues,  magazines,   journals  and  newspapers  as

well  as  other  recognized  sources.     In  addition,  a  computer

literature  search  was  requested  but  no  useful  information  was

received.2

The  second  method  used  was  the  survey  questionnaire  technique.

The  questionnaire  was  developed  for  the  explicit  purpose  of

learning  if  other  administrators  experience  instances  of  political

influence  which  affect  their  enforcement  actions.    The  twenty-

four   (24)   question  form   (See  Exhibit  A)  was  mailed  to  one-

hundred  and  sixteen   (116)   environmental  agencies.3    These  agencies

2Requested  through  the  United  States  Environmental  Protection
Agency,  Air  Pollution  Technical  Information  Center.     Research
Triangle  Park,   N.   C.

3The  questionnaires  were  mailed  on  May  30,   and  most  responses
were  received  by  July  i,1975.
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represent  Federal,  State  and  I-ocal  governments  in  every  state

and  several  foreign  countries  which  lie  geographically  close

to  the  United  States.

Finally,  perceptions  were  formed  based  on  personal

experience  as  an  administrator,  case  studies  which  include

person-to-person  interviews  with  of f icials  of  a  local  air

pollution  control  agency  in  North  Carolina  and  information
received  from  other  bureaucrats  who  have  responsibility  for

management  of  the  enviroriment.

CHAPTER   11

AN  ADMINISTRATOR' S   PERCEPTIONS   0F   POLITICAL   INFLUENCE

IMPOSED   UPON

ADMINISTRATORS   OF   ENVIRONMENTAL   I-AW

Role  of  the  Administrator

Modern  democratic  governments  depend  on  professionally

trained  civil  servants.    These  people  are  paid  to  perform

a  job  which  is  congruent  to  the  d.esires  of  the  public.     If

administrators  and  the  public  share  value  orientations,  then

the  administrator  will  advocate  and  pursue  courses  of  action

the  public  would  if  it  were  able  to  congregate  and  had  the

administrators'  expertise  and  information.4    Thus,  if  civil

servants  hold  attitudes  identical  to  the  public's,  their
actions  should  be  within  the  public's  zone  of  acceptance.     This,

of  course,  does  not  mean  that  administrative  decisions  and.

public  opinion  will  always  coincide  because  administrators
have  access  to  information  and  expertise  not  available  to  the

bulk  of  the  citizenry.    This  is  the  theory  of  representative   -
bureaucracy.5

4Kenneth  J.   Meier  and  Lloyd  G.   Nigro,   "Representative
Bureaucracy  and  Policy  Preferences:    A  Study  in  the  Attitudes
of  Federal  Executives,"  paper  delivered  at  the  1975  Annual
Meeting  of  the  Political  Science  Association,   San  Francisco,
California,   September  1975,   p.I.

5Ibid.
5
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Although  representative  bureaucracy  may  be  the  ideal  situation,

today's  reality  is  not  compatible  with  the  theoretical  position

for  many  reasons.     For  example,  people  think  that  bureaucrats6

are  no.t  checked  closely  enough  by  legislative  oversight,   judicial

review,  etc.7    Other  criticisms  include  an  inadequate  definition

of  representation;  the  social  origins  and  socialization  experiences

linkage,  social  origins  and  political  attitudes  problem;  the

idea  that  attitudes  influence/determine  behavior,  and  the  failure

to  deal  with  the  logical  weakness  that  the  entire  bureaucratic

apparatus  must  or  should be  representative  of  the  population  as

a  whole.

Other  writers,   such  as  John  C.  Buechner,   state  that:

. . .modem  bureaucracies  have  positions  of  power  in  the
political  arena.     Contrary  to  Weber's  view  of  the  bureaucrat
as  a  neutral,  today  he  is  politically  influential  and  his
actions  help  direct  the  course  of  governmental  events.
This  does  not  mean,  of  course,  that  bureaucrats  are  evil,
sinister,  or  power  hungry  individuals.     Rather,  if  he  is  to
fulfill  his  role  as  an  expert,  the  bureaucrat  must  be  given
some  latitude  of  discretion  and  a  degree  of  autonomy.     There
will  always  be  a  problem  of  reconciling  power  and  authority
with  liberty  and  freedom  in  a  democratic  system.     Within  the

:::::::;a:Xdt::n:::E?6m  ±S  maintaining  an  equilibrium between

6The  term  'bureaucrats'  used  in  this  paper  refers  to  not
only  administrators  of  environmental  laws,  but  other  key  people
who  have  responsibility  for  administration  of  governmental  functions

7Ibid.,   pp.   2-7.

8John  C.   Buechner,   Public  Administration:     The  Dickensen
Series  in  Political  Science,   ed.   John  C.   Bollens
Dickensen  Publishing  Company,   Inc. 1968)'   p.    54

(Belmont:

7

Relationship  to  Legislative  Bodies

Organizations,  including  environmental  control  agencies,

in  the  bureaucracies  depend  on  legislative  bodies  for  their

creation  and  continued  existence.9   .The  fact  that  agencies

must  depend  on  elected  officials  or  other  governing  boards

for  their  existence  connotates  that  agency  personnel  should

be  sensitive  to  the  concerns  of  the  funding  authority.

Although  it  is  conc:,eptua.lly  ideal  for  the  administrator

to  carry  out  the  full  legislative  intent  of  the  laws  which  have
been  enacted,  it  is  many  times  very  difficult  to  know  exactly

what  the  precise  purpose  is  of  the  legislation.    The  public

decision  makers  have  perforce  dealt  with  environmental  questions

without  the  general  body  of  environmental  policy  for  authoritative

guidance.    And,   so  the  administrator  of  environmental  problems
has  been  compelled  to  seek  some  calculus  of  objectivity  that

would  pass  as  rationally  defensible  and  would  simultaneouslv

afford  room  to  maneuver  among  the  fixed  or  conflicting  political

forces  -the  "pressures''  of  public  life.L°

Administrators  have  difficulties,  just  as  everyone  else,

in  gathering  the  proper  perspective  as  it  relates  to  interaction
with  or  political  influence  by  individual  members  of  legislative-
entities.    It  is  highly  probable  that  situations  often  occur

9Ibid.,   p.   53.

10Lynton  K.   Caldwell,   Environme-nt:     A  Challen
Society   (Garden  City:

ge   for  Modern
Natural  History  Press,   1970),    p.    9
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where  public  of ficials  seek  to  gather  information  from  the  expert

on  the  environment  and  the  interaction  is  perceived  by  the  bureaucrat

as  political  pressure  rather  than  the  simple  matter  that  it  was  in
fact.     When  these  situations  occur,  ;  merger  probably  occurs

between  the  perceived  situation  and  the  actual  situation  because

the  administrator  construes  the  interaction  as  influence  and

alters  his  decisions  accordingly.

In  Kenneth  C.   Davis'   Book,   Administrative  Law Text'  the
following  observation  is  made  about  the  concept  of  legislative

supervision  of  administrators:

. . .studies  are  needed  of  legislative  supervision  from  the
standpoint  of  administrators  -  whether  the  legislative
inquiries  and  pressures  help  or  hinder  good  administration,
how  much  of  their  time  is  diverted  from  their  main  functions
and  how  far  legislators  seem  to  abuse  their  powers.II

Davis  points  out  that  day-to-day  influences  may  be  more

important  than  committee  bearings,  even  though  much  of  what

goes  on  without  hearings  seldom  comes  to  the  public's  attention.L2
It  is  recognized by  this  writer  that  an  important  aspect  of  the
environmental  manager  is  to  serve  as   'expert'   in  the  field;

however,  too  many  inquiries,  especially  about  individual  situations,

may  cause  the  bureaucrat  to  develop  the  wrong  perception  and  alter

or  make  no  decision  concerning.  enforcement  measures  toward -
polluters  of  the  environment.

LIKenneth  C.   Davis,  Administrative  Law  Text, Third  Ed.    (St.   Paul:
West  Publishing  Company,

12Ibid.'   p.log.

1972),   p.108

9

The  bureaucrat  also,   in  many  situations,   should  endeavor  to

utilize  advisory  boards  or  committees.    Many  political  situations

can  be  avoided  if  proper  relationships  exist  between  the  legis-

lative  body,  advisory  committee  and. the  administrative  agency.

In  a  recent  Congressional  Record  article  the  following  comments

were  stated:

...the  use  of  advisory  committees  is  so  widespread,  both
in  the  United  States  and  elsewhere,  that  it  can  be  regarded
as  a  regular  and  legitimate  element  in  the  structure  of
public  administration.    Advisory  committees  exist,  moreover,
not  simply  to  provide  advice  and  assistance  in  the  admin-
istrative  process.     They  are  looked  to  by  agencies  for
generating  support  from  their  respective  social,  economic,
scientific,  or  functional  constituencies  and  for  providing  a

::::r:=s?TBL±C  and  group  endorsement  for  administrative
Members  of  administrative  agencies  should  seek  to  inform

and  obtain  advice  from  advisory  board  members.     This  process

will  give  the  decision  a  greater  credibility  and  acceptance

factor,   and  the  enforcement  agency  is  not  as  likely  to  be

accused  of  being  arbitrary,  especially  if  the  decisions  have

ramifications  of  curbing  economic  growth  and  employment  opportu-

nities ®

Environmental  Boards  also  provide  a  very  useful  function
•for  agencies.    Not  only  can  the  Board  serve  to  insulate  the

agency,  but  it  can  become  involved  in  the  administrative

procedures  process.     Robert  C.   Fellmeth,   in  his  book,

of  Land

-
Politics

recommended  that  one  particular  agency  be  monitored

13Henry  J.   Steck.     "Private  Influence  on  Environmental
Policy:     The  Case  of  the  National  Industrial  Pollution  Control
Council,"  Environmental  Law   (Winter,1975)  ,   quoted  in
Record,16   December   1975,   Vol.121,   p.1.

Congressional
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by  a  Board  empowered  to  review  and  revise  the  agency's  detailed

plans.     He  states  that  the  Board  should  be  independent  of  special  -
interest  groups.14    Given  the  proper  and  positive  attitudes  of

Board  .and  agency  officials,   this  arrangement  should  be  desirable

because  checks  and  balances  of  administrative  disc'retion

procedures  would  occur.     In  his  book,   The  Water  Lords,   James  M.

Hallows  says  that  he  does  not  believe  all  environmental  agencies

are  sincere,  dedicated  to  the  public  interest  and  honest;

therefore,  agencies  should  be  limited  in  their  administrative

discretion .15

Fallows  also  recommends  that  any  environmental  agency  should

have  its  own  legal  staff  and  the  power  of  legal  enforcement.     He

states  that:
. . .when  the  agency  must  rely  upon  other  parts  of  the  State's
political  machinery  -usually  through  the  Attorney  General's
::f:::i:i:: :a::::e::em:¥e::§°¥:a::sC:¥::::Eel:?E.6 S° mixed

Relationship  to  the  Citizenry

The  administrator  should  be  responsive  to  the  citizens

because  it  is  the  general  public  whom  he  is  serving.     The

environment  belongs  to  all  people.     Therefore,   the  mission  of

an  environmental  agency  should.  be  an  environment  which  is

consistent  with  human  health  and  welfare.     Citizen  input,

14Robert  C.   Fellmeth,   Politics  of  Land      (New  York:     Grossman
Publishers,1973),   p.   454.

[5James   M.   Fallows,   The  Water  Ijords      (New  York:     Grossman
Publishers,1971),   p.   268

16Ibid.

11

in  a  democratic  society,  should  count  because  it  is  the  citizens

who  should  be  placing  value  considerations  on  public  endeavors.

Although  the  bureaucrat  is  supposed  to  be  one  of  the  knowledge

reservoirs,  his  responsibility  should  be  to  provide8  a  "tapping"

facility,  i.e.  provide  opportunities  for  the  public  to  consult

with  him  in  his  area  of  competence.[7    All  too  often,  the   'expert'

assumes  the  role  of  knowing  the  technical  information  and

claiming  to  also  know  the  value  judgments  of  the  public.

Bureaucrats  need  to `caution  themselves  to  the  pitfalls

of  doing  things  "in  the  public  interest"  because  sometimes,

officials  tend  to  mix  their  self-interests  with  other  values.
For  example,  Buechner  states  that:

. . .mixed-motive  officials  are  persuaded  by  self-interest
and  altruistic  loyalties  to  variations  of  what  they  feel
is  the  "public  interest."    Zealots  see  the  public  interest
as  a  means  of  promoting  particular  policy  goals.     Statesmen,
in  contrast,  pursue  the  public  interest  by  promoting  very
broad  goals  regardless  of  the  position  they  hold.     Advocates
give  the  impression  that  pursuit  of  the  public  interest  is
a:::I::=::  ::f:::T?:±§g  those  goals  affiliated with  their
Administrators  must  accept  a  f lexible  position  when  dealing

with  the  public  because  it  is  often  difficult  to  determine  what

the  public  wants.     Aberbach  and  Rockman  write:

.. .we  can  be  certain  that  a  system  with  large  numbers  of
bureaucrats  who  regard  the  demands  of  external  interest  with
stiffness  and  contempt  will  ensure  an  inflexible  and  forma-i-
istic  bureaucracy  disdainful  of  the  constraints  of
democratic  control  and  the  sources  of  its  own  legitimacy.

17Arthur  C.   Beck,   Jr.   and  Ellis  D.   Hillmar,   Making  MBO/R
Work   (Reading:     Addison-Wesley  Publishing  Company,   1976)  ,
55T148-149.

18Idem,   Public  Administration   {Belmont:     Dickensen  Publishing
Company,   1968 '   p.    61.
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It  is  equally  certain,  however,  that  administrators  who
seek  to  ensure  that  demands  will  be  listened  to  without

:i::i::]±:ga::P:u:::t:¥nsB::i:±§Zed  Clienteles  face  a
It  is  with  the  general  public  that  the  administrators  of

environmental  law  can  and  should  have  the  most  interaction.

The  newspaper  and  electronic  media    provide  excellent  channels

for  which  the  agency  can  both  receive  and  distribute  its  message.

Interaction  with  the  public  is  a  tool  the  agency  can  use  to

full  advantage.     The  inf6rmation  exchange  from  agency  to

citizen  and  from  citizen  to  legislative  groups  or  policy

making  bodies  is  a  positive  force  which  can  be  used  to  result

in  a  better  managed  environment.     If  citizen  interaction  is

properly  perceived,  then  the  agency  can  exercise  its   'management'
functions  rather  than  acting  only  as  an  unconcerned  stiff-

necked  control  agency.     The   'management  agency'   views  its  job  as

being  totally  involved  with  service  to  the  community  relating  to

management  of  the  environment  which  involves  administration,

enforcement  and  development  of  environmental  regulations.

An  example  of  the  interaction  process  was  included  in  the

book  Patient  Earth. The  situation  involved  the  City  of  New

York' s  Environmental  Protection  Administration  and  Consolidated

Edison  Power  Company.     The  company  wanted  to  expand  an  in-city

power  plant.     The  City  recognized  the  need  to  allow  public
discussion,  especially  in  this  case,  where  policy  decisions  have

L9Joel  D.   Aberbach  and  Bert  A.   Rockman,   "Administrators'
Beliefs  About  the  Role  of  the  Public:     The  Case  of  American
Federal  Executives,"   paper  delivered  at  the  1975  Annual  Meeting
of  the  American  Political  Science  Association,   San  Francisco,
California,   2-5  September  1975,   p.   5.
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large  implications  for  the  environment.    At  the  conclusion  of

the  public  dialogue,  a  decision  was  reached  to  allow  one-half

the  requested  expansion,  with  stringent  controls  imposed  on

allowable  fuels  and  emissions.     The  issues  that  were  weighed

were  the  need  for  reserve  electric  power,  especially  during

the  summer  peak  loads  caused  by  air  conditioning, and  the  back-

ward  step  such  an  expansion  represents  for  the  environment.20

In  summary,   citizen  participation  is  an  important  aspect

to  the  function  of  determining  the  priorities  placed  on  the

quality  of  the  environment.     The  environmental  administrator
needs  to  be  cognizant  that  he  is  working  in  a  democratic  society

and  that  he  should  seek  a  level  of  public  dialoguetespecially

when  issues  may  have  a  substantial  social  or  economic  impact

on  the  community.     The  important  matter  to  remember,  however,

is  that  the  interaction  should  not  be  perceived  as  influence,

but  as  input  to  the  overall  decision  making  process.

Relationship  to  Influence  Groups

The  bureaucrat  who  is  attuned  to  the  realities  of  modern

public  administration  will  realize  that  he  is  functioning  in
a  pluralistic  society.    This  means  that  he  should  learn  to

accept  the  fact  that  he  is  going  to  be  in  contact  with  special

interest  groups  and  similar  influence-bearing  organizations.

No  activity  of  any  kind  occurs  without  cost.     The  environ-

mental  control  equipment  is  expensive  and  some  polluters  who

must  initially  pay  the  price  for  the  change  are  likely  to  balk

2°John  Harte  and  Robert  H.   Socolow,   Patient  Earth   (Holt,
Rinehart  and  Winston,   Inc.,1971),   p.   57
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at  the  enforcement  actions  of  the  agency.     On  the  other  hand,

if  the  agency  does  nothing,  the  cost  of  environmental  degradation

is  borne  by  the  general  public  in  terms  of  health  effects,

aesthetics  and  other  social  costs.     Empirical  evidence  has

demonstrated  that  special  interest  groups  will  attempt  to

effect  changes  in  the  way  laws  are  enforced  by  bureaucrats.

For  example,  an  administrator  who  appears  to  be  acting  totally

independent  may  simply  be  anticipating  the  reaction  of  one

group  or  set  of  groups  t6  his  decision.    The  influence  of

polluting  industries  tends  to  be  greater  at  the  state  and
local  level  than  the  national  level.    Industries  can  threaten
to  leave  the  locality,  but  they  are  not  likely  to  threaten  to
leave  the  United  states.21

Iiooking  at  the  otr`.er  side  of  the  coin,  pro-environmental

groups  may  seek  to  get  more  stringent  enforcement  of  the  laws.
The  administrator  should  weigh  his  actions  between  the

opposing  stratum.    He  must  realize  that  groups  which  have  the

power  to  force  inaction  are  as  powerful  as  those  which  possess
the  Power  to  command  action.22

The  administrator  should  not  act  alone  in  this  decision-

making  process.     He  should  attempt  to  get  input  from  all

available  sources.     However,  in  the  final  analysis,  he  must

make  decisions  and  inevitably  various  elements  of  his  constituency

2[Clarence  J.   Davies,Ill,  The  Politics  of  Pollution   (New
York:     Western  Publishing  Company,   1970

Stud

p.    96

22Mathew  A.   Crenson,   The  Un-Politics  of  Air  Pollution:     A
of  Non-Decision  Making  in  the  Cities

Hopkins   Press,   1972)  ,   p.    179
Bait |more John
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are  going  to  be  affected  by  his  actions.     If  the  affected  group

is  unhappy,  then  appropriate  appeals  and  grievance  procedures

s.hould  be  followed.     In  this  respect,  an  advisory  board  should

act  as  a  buf fer  and  receive  the  complaints  thereby  avoiding

the  direct  influence  by  specialized  groups  on  bureaucrats.



CHAPTER  Ill

AN   ADMINISTRATOR' S   PERCEPTIONS   OF  POLITICAL   INFI,UENCE

IrmosED   ON

ADMINISTRATORS   OF   ENVIRONMENTAL   LAW

Political  Influence  Survey  Analysis

To  this  point  in  this  paper,  the  hypothesis  of  the  dilemma

of  maneuvering  enforcement  measures  because  of  political

pressures  imposed  on  them  has  been  examined  somewhat  in  the

realm  of  philosophy  or  academia.     In  order  to  draw  some  less

abstract  conclusions,   a  survey  was  conducted  which  asked

administrators  in  actual  working  situations  to  give  their

perceptions  of  the  political  influence  question.
A  questionnaire  was  developed  to  distinguish  at  least

five  major  and  different  areas  of  concerns.    The  first  area

of  interest  was  quality  and  quantity  of  interactions,   the
second  area  was  causes  for  interactions  and  the  third  was

the  interaction  process.     The.last  two  areas  of  concern  were

economic/environmental  divisions  and  the  philosophy  of  the -
immediate  political  body.     The  questions  were  stated  in  various

answer  styles  in  an  attempt  to ,avoid  a  train  of  thought  on  the

part  of  the  respondent  that  would  bias  his  answer.    A  copy  of
the  questionnaire  is  labeled  Exhibit  A  in  the  exhibits  section.
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General  Characteristics  of  the  Survey

The  survey  population  was  segregated  by  the  type  of

environment;i  control  unit  and  the  responses  were  tabulated

by  number  and  percentage  of  response.

TABLE   i

SUMMARY   OF   SURVEY   POPULATION   AND   RESPONSE

Type  Of Number  of
Number  of PercentageEnvironmental Questionnaires

Control  Unit Mailed Responses of  Response

Federal  Agency 10 4 40%

State  Agency 50 25 50%

Local  Agency 48 25 52 .1%

Foreign  Agency 8 0 0%

TOTAL 116 54 46 . 6%

It  can  be  seen  from  Table  1  that  the  total  response  was

46.6%,  which  is  considered  by  most  statisticians  as  a  reasonable

response,  especially  to  a  questionnaire  which  was  politically

oriented.    There  was  no  evidence  to  indicate  that  the  answers

to  the  questions  were  fabricated  by  the  respondent  to  distort

the  validity  of  the  survey.    The  questionnaire  af forded  the

respondent  the  option  of  identity  or  nonidentity.     Some  respondents

chose  to  return  the  questionnaire  in  plain  envelopes,  thereby

further  protecting  their  identity.23

23For  purposes  of  the  tabulation  and  analysis  only,  the
agency  identity  was  made  through  the  postal  seal.
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Analysis  of  Survey

The  information  from  the  survey  questionnaire  forms  was

reduced  to  numerical  form  and  coded  so  that  statistical  information

could  be  developed.      [See  Appendix  i  and  2  respectively  for

Questionnaire  Code  Sheet  and  numerical  data]     The  statistical

analysis  was  performed  by  a  computer  using  Fortran  IV  language.

The  statistical  analysis  included  frequency  distributions,
mean,  mode,  kurtosis,   standard  error,  standard  deviation,

skewness,  median,   variance,   range  and  histograms.      [See  Appendix

3  and  4  for  typical  examples  of  the  data  analysis]     In  addition,

Pearson' s  product-moment  correlation  coefficients  analysis  was

performed  in  order  to  determine  if  the  questions  exhibited

positive  or  negative  relationships  to  each  other.24    In  as
much  as  statistics  deal  with  the  relationship  of  a  population
and  its  samples,  the  information  gained  from  the  questionnaires

is  used  as  an  inference  to  determine  if  administrators  of

environmental  law  are  engaged  in  the  act  of  balancing  their

enforcement  actions  because  of  perceived  or  actual  political

inf luence .

The  first  area  of  examination  is  the  quality  and  quantity
of  interaction  between  bureaucrats  and  legislative  bodies,

individual  interest,  local  business  interest,  community  and  other
faction  interests.

24The  correlation  coefficient  may  be  used  as  an  index  to
measure  the  closeness  of  fit  of  the  number  of  observed  points
to  the  estimated  line  of  regression.     It  serves  as  an  indicator.
Jerome  C.   R.   Li,   Statistical  Inference  -I   (Ann  Arbor,  MI:
Edward  Brothers,   Inc.)  ,   pp.   301-304
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TABLE   2

ADJUSTED   FREQUENCY   DISTRIBUTION   OF   INTERACTION

WITI]   ENVIRONMENTAL   AGENCY   AND   LEGISLATIVE   BODIES

AGENCYRESPONSE
LEVEL   0F LEGISLATIVE   80DY

City I   County State Federal

LOw 22.2% .,          13.8 18.6 6.9

Medium 51.9% 58.6 58.i 62.I

High 25.9% 27.6 23.3 31.0

TOTAL 100% 100% 100% 100%
N=27 N=29 N=43 N-29

It  can  be  seen  from  Table  2  the  bureaucrats  are  engaging  in

interaction  with  legislative  bodies.     Those  agencies  which

responded  to  the  questions  reported  their  level  of  interaction

was   51.9%   to   62.1%   in   the  medium  category  while   25.9%   to   31.0%

reported  their  interaction  was  in  the  high  range.    The  administrators

r?port  that  61.1%  of  the  time  this  interaction  involves  the

discussion  of  specific  laws.     However,   the  interaction  process  is

healthy  because  about  75.5%  or  40  agencies  think  the  interact¥on

is  about  right  while  18.9%  think  the  level  is  too  little  and  only

5.7%  t.hink  the  dialogue   is  too  much.

It  can  be  inferred  that  most  of  the  agencies  believe  they

should  be  involved  with  legislative .bodies  by  providing  technical
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expertise  and  advice.    Most  observers  agree  that  better  legislation

is  drafted  and  enacted  if  there  is  dialogue  between  all  the  parties

involved.     However,  it  should  be  noted  that  a  couble  of  the

respondents  to  the  survey  pointed  out  some  legislative  bodies  do

not  readily  accept  the  input  or  suggestions  of  administrators

because  the  input  is  not  politically  advantageous  for  the  law-

maker.     This  type  of  situation  has  also  been  documented  in

other  surveys  such  as  in  Matthew  Crenson's  book,

of  Air  Pollution:     A  Stud of  Non-Decision  Makin

The  Un-Politics

in  the  Cities,

where  he  states:

...one  health  officer  in  a  southern  city  commented,  during
the  course  of  his  interview,  that  he  had  come  close  to
losing  his  job  because  of  his  vigorous  efforts  to  secure
the  enactment  of  a  local  pollution  law.     In  a  midwestern
city,   a  health  commissioner  said  that  he  had  been  at  odds
with  some  members  of  the  local  Board  of  Health  because  of
his  persistent  and  unsuccessful  attempts  to  get  the  Board's

:::::::1a:3rw::h::rt:o:±u:::nt:r:::a8::yt8::n::1?3g
The  actions  of  environmental  agencies  touch  many  groups

of  people.    Because  of  this,  the  agency  is  likely  to  be

involved  with  specialized  clienteles.    The  frequency  of  this

interaction  is  detailed  in  the  following  table.

25Idem,  The  Un-Politics  of  Air  Pollution   (Baltimore:
John  Hopkins   Press;   1972)  ,   pp.   96-97..
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TABLE   3

FREQUENCY   OF   INTERACTION

WITH   ENVIRONMENTAI.  AGENCY   INITIATED   BY   SPECIFIC   CLIENTEI.ES

SPECIFIC   CLIENTELE
ABSOLUTE NUMBER   OF RELATIVE

•  FREQUENCY RESPONDENTS FREQUENCY(Percent) *

Individual  Interest 25 54 46 . 3%

Local  BusinessInterest
18 54 33 . 3%

Community  Interest 34 54 63.0%

Other  Interest 21 54 38.9%

*Totals  more  than  100%  because  most  respondents  indicated
more  than  one  interaction  initiated  by  specific  clienteles.

The  data  in  Table  3  show  the  agencies  experienced  a  relatively

high  degree  of  interaction  with  interest  groups  ranging  from  33.3%

with  the  local  business  group  to  63%  with  community  interest  groups.

When  asked  if  the  interaction  resulted  in  the  alteration  of

original  decisions,   44  out  of  54  or  81.5%  of  the  respondents

reported  sometimes  the  decision  was  changed.     Only  4  agencies

reported  they  never  altered  their  decisions  and  6  respondents

said  the  interaction  always  resulted  in  alteration  of  the
original  decision.

It  is  important  to  note  at this  point  the  concept  of  perceived
influence  is  a  major  factor  in  the  i.nteraction  process.    If  the

agency  perceives  the  interaction  to  be  influence,  the  likelihood
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of  the  agency  changing  its  decision  is  higher.    The  study  revealed

there  is  a  statistical  relationship  to  interaction  of  agency  and
legislative  bodies  and  alteration  of  original  decisions.    There

exists  a  slight  correlation  coefficient  of  +.11  between  alteration

of  decisions  and  interaction  with  agencies  and  city  legislative

bodies.    The  intensity  is  greater   (r  =  +.48)   with  interaction

between  agency  and  county  legislative  bodies.    There  is  also  a

positive  association   (r  =  +.41  and  +.42)   between  the  two

variables  when  the  discussion  is  between  the  bureaucrat  and  State

and  Federal  entities.    It  is  difficult  to  measure  the  quality  of

the  interaction  because  of  its  subjective  nature.    However,  it

is  reasonable,  based  on  experience,  to  conjecture  that  it  is

not  necessarily  undesirable  to  have  original  decisions  altered.

In  balance,  it  is  good  practice  to  have  the  actions  of  the  agency

reviewed  by  someone  outside  of  the  bureaucratic  structure.

The  interaction  process  and  the  causes  for  interaction

are  not  always. obvious.     Question  Number  9,   "Is  the  agency  affected

by  the  actions  of  higher  levels  of  government,"   showed  that  50.9%

or  27  respondents  said  the  interaction  often  affects  their  actions.

One  of  the  respondents  pointed  out  that  adverse  pressure  brought

against  the  Environmental  Protection  Agency  is  "gentle"  and

generally  comes  in  the  nature  of  request  for  information  rather
than  outright  pressure.    The  interaction  process  involves

many  intricate  political  machinations.     More  than  42.6%  indicated

they  had  to  at  least  sometimes  consider  the  political  repercussions

of  their  actions  and  only  13%  said  they  never  did.     This  evidence

is  strong  indication  that  administrators  of  environmental  law  do
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have  a  dif ficult  job  of  enforcing  laws  because  influence  by

interest  groups  who  have  p{)v7er  to  ef feet  change  without  exertion

of  force  or.  direct  exercise  of  command.

The  environmental  issue  is  a  conservation  issue  and  it

involves  more  than  short-term  economic  policy  dec.isions.     There

is  also  a  social  cost  to  Pollution  control  so  decisions  on

regulations  should  be  based  on  cost  effectiveness.     However,

only  I.9%  of  54  agencies  said  they  always  based  decisions  on

cost  effectiveness,   35.2%  said  they  often  did,  while  another

35.2%  reported  that  sometimes  they  did.     The  remaining  24.1%

advised  they  rarely  used  cost  effectiveness  as  a  criterion  for

decisions.     Perhaps  this  question  isolates  one  reason  why

bureaucrats  are  the  subject  of  political  pressure.     If  there
exists  little  or  no  mechanism  for  balancing  growth  with

environmental  policy  and  decisions  are  not  based  on  cost

effectiveness,  then  enforcement  activities  are  viewed  as

destructive  to  the  economic  stability  of  various  clienteles.
Therefore,  pressure  is  exerted  on  the  .administrators  to  have

the  enforcement  actions  changed  or  stopped.     It  is  plausible

to  state  that  agencies  may  well  deserve  the  adverse  pressure

they  receive.if  they  are  enforcing  regulations  blindly.

Administrators  should  be  involved  in  the  total  management  of  the

environment  which  includes  helping  provide  mechanisms  for

balancing  growth  with  environmental  issues,  setting  the  priority

level  of  environmental  issues,  and  working  to  see  that  regulations

are  cost  effective.
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In  the  survey,   45.3%  of  the  agency  representatives  reported

that  environmental  issues  are  receiving  medium  priority  and

39.6%  say  that  high  priority  is  given  to  ecological  matters.

The  relatively  high  importance  of  environmental  issues  is  a

natural  item  for  the  news  media  to  cover.    Ninetee.n  of  the

54  agencies  said  that  the  news  media  often  publicize  issues

resulting  in  political  pressure.     In  summary,  the  news  media

has  helped  the  environmental  agency  because   66.7%  or  34  of  the

54  reporting  agencies  stated  that  the  local  board/legislative

body  used  the  mass  media  to  assist  the  agency.

The  following  table  summarizes,   in  general  terms,   the

persons  who  take  the  repercussions  of  the  actions  which  have

political  overtones.

TABLE   4

RECEIVERS   OF   POLITICAL   REPERCUSSION

TYPE   OF   POSITION

Director  or Elected  Official (s)
AdministrativeTypePerson(s) or  Political  Body

Nulhoer 45 7

PercentageofTotal
86 . 5% 13.5%
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It  can  be  seen  from  Table  4  that  respondents  overwhelmingly

reported  that  non-elected  officials  received  the  repercussions.

Among  the  position  titles  which  were  listed  were  the  following:

Regional  and  Deputy  Regional  Director,  Health  Director,  Secretary

of  Agency,  Air  Quality  Control  Director,  Environmental  Officer,

etc.     Those  elected  officials  which  were  listed  as  receiving

the  repercussions  included:     The  Board,   County  Commissioners,

Mayor  and  City  Councilmen,   Environmental  Commission  Members,

eta,
Although  many  agencies  reported  that  political  repercussions

did  result  when  the  agency  engaged  in  enforcement  actions  with

polluters,  the  survey  data  shows  that  agencies  did  not  abdicate
their  responsibility  because  34  agencies  or  63%  reported  they

have  sometimes  been  in  confrontation  situations  with  industry.

Fifteen  or  27.8%  of  the  54  reporting  agencies  state  the  agency

has  often  been  in  confrontation  situations.     Approximately  61%

reported  the .agency  sometimes  have  to  involve  the  judicial  system

while  only  14.8%  advise  the  agency  only  rarely  has  had  to  use

the  court  system.     The  evidence  gained  from  the  survey  suggests

the  largest  percentage  of  environmental  enforcement  agencies

have  faced  the  issues,  despite  political  pressure,  and  have

sought  judicial  remedies  when  the  agency  and  the  polluter  could

not  establish  equitable  solutions  to  the  problems.

The  relationship  between  the  Environmental  Regulation

Commission  and  the  administrative  agency  is  of  importance

when  considering  the  political  ramification  of  enforcement  action.
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If  the  Regulatory  Commission  understands  the  workings  of  the

agency,   it  is  less  likely  the  agency  will  receive  as  much

political  pressure  because  mechanisms  could  be  established  to

provide  for  hearing  of  grievances,  thereby  limiting  the  potential
for  unfavorable  interaction  between  agency  and  pol.luter.    Twenty-

nine  agencies  or  53.7%  of  the  54  reporting  agencies  stated  the

local  Board/legislature  only  moderately  understands  the  working

of  the  agency.     An  equal  percentage,   22.2%,said  some  had  a  low

understginding  in  contrast  to  a  very  high  understanding.

The  phi±esophy  of  the  Board,   as  it  relates  to  results-

orientation  ±n  its  dealing  with  the  agency,  tended  to  yield  a

substantial  degree  of  interaction  which  resulted  in  the  alteration
of  original  decisions.    The  correlation  coefficient  between  the

two  variableg  is  +.39  which  is  not  overwhelming  but  is  significant.

It  can  also  be  seen  from  the  statistical  data  that  when  the

Board  does  net  insulate  the  agency  from  other  political  institutions,

a  moderate  negative  correlation   (r  -.31)   exists  in  relationship  to

changes  in  Original  decisions  because  of  citizen  grievances.

This  situation  indicates  the  agency  is  more  likely  to  change  its

decision  a§  a  result  of  citizen  grievances  if  it  feels  the  citizen

may  complain  to  another  political  institution  and  the  local  Board

will  not  support  or  insulate  the  agency.    The  data  strongly

indicates  that  the  philosophy  of  the  immediate  political  body

does  have  a  bearing  on  the  enforcement  policies  of  the  environmental

control  agency.
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Conclusions  of  Survey

It  was  found  the  interaction  between  environmental  agencies

and  legislative  bodies  is  relatively  high  and  most  agencies

perceive  the  situation  as  desirable.     Recent  Federal  legislation
has  placed  emphasis  on  high  interaction  between  the  Environmental

Protection  Agency  and  state  and  local  governments.26    It  is  not

unusual  fo.r  this  interaction  to  result  in  the.  alteration  of
original  enforcement  decisions,  especially  if  it  was  initiated

by  special  interest  groups.

It  was  learned  that  agencies  do  not  often  base  their

decisions  on  cost  effectiveness  and  this  factor,  as  well  as

others,  may  be  responsible  for  some  of  the  problems  encountered

by  the  agencies.    Non-elected  officials  are  the  most  likely

candidates  to  receive  the  political  repercussions.    The  bureaucrats

feel  the  legislative  bodies  should  provide  more  political

insulation  for  the  agencies  because  the  agencies,   as  professionals,

are  administering  the  regulations  enacted  by  the  public  lawmakers.

Without  this  insulation,   administrators  indicate  they  are  more

susceptible  to  undesirable  interaction  from  specialized  clienteles.

26Norris   E.   Dean  to  William  M.   Edsel,   3  June   1975,   U.   S.
Environmental  Protection  Agency,   Region  VIII,   Denver,   Colorado.



CHAPTER   IV

AN   ADMINISTRATOR'S   PEP`CEPTIONS   OF   POLITICAL   INFLUENCE

IMPOSED   UPON

ADMINISTRATORS   OF   ENVIRONMENTAI.   LAW

Local  Administrator' s  Perceptions

In  the  course  of  examining  the  perceived  imf luence  factor

as  seen  by  administrators  of  environmental  law,   it  is  clear

that  some  bureaucrats  are  indeed  concerned  about  the  situaticm.

A  number  of  respondents  to  the  questionnaire  survey  included

newspaper  articles  and  letters  explaining  tr`.eir  thougb.ts  about

the  matter.     For  example,   Dennis  P.   Koehler,   esq. ,  Environmental

Control  Officer  of  Palm  Beach  County,  Florida  wrote:

. ..as  you  .will  note   from  the  enclosed  late  1974  news
articles  recounting  my  unsuccessful  attempts  to  remove
a  highly  political  exemption  for  agricultural  pollution
sources  from  local  environmental  control,  political
considerations  often  overwhelm  all  other  considerations
at  the  environmental  policy-making  level.     I  was  simply
trying  to  point  out  to  our  Board  of  County  Commissioners
that  the  fact  and  the  law  weighed  heavily  against  the
continued  existance  of  this   'agricultural  exemption. '
It  has  become  quite  clear  to  me  in  the  approximately
one  year  that  I've  been  employed  as  the  County's
Environmental  Control  Of ficer,   that  all  of  my  own
policy-tinged  enforcement  ef forts  will  be  subject  to
close  political  scrutiny.
A  copy  of  Mr.  Koehler's  letter  and  newspaper  articles

concerning  the  sugar  industry  exemption  may  be  located  in
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the  Exhibits  Section  labeled  Exhibits  8,  C,  and  D  respectively.

In  reviewing  the  newspaper  article,  it  can  be  seen  that  this

is  a  case  in  point  where  a  local  administrator  perceives  his

job  as  one  which  should  be  involved  in  offering  advice  relative
to  the  formulation  of  environmental  law  which  would  serve  to

protect  the  public's  interest.    Mr.  Koehler  reminded  the
elected  officials  that  agricultural  pollution  sources  are  no

different  than  other  pollution  sources.    He  said  there  is  no

difference  in  smoke  from.a  sugar  company's  smoke  stack  or  a

power  and  light  company.    [See  Exhibit  C]     As  a  result,  one

County  Commissioner  asked  that  Koehler  be  instructed  to  keep

out  of  policy  matters  and  stick  to  administration.    The  County

Environmental  Control  Act  charges  the  enforcement  officer  with

making  "recommendations" concerning  the  improvement  of  environmental

control.   [See  Exhibit  D]     This  case  highlights  the  involvement

of  administrators  in  environmental  management  and  shows  that

political  considerations  will  come  into  focus  when  the
regulations  affect  special  interest  groups.

In  another  case  of  special  influence  pressure,  a  powerful

textile  industry  exerted  pressure  toward  the  State's  Environ-

mental  Management  Commission  to  change  monitoring  requirements

so  as  to  exempt  the  textile  industry  from  ambient  air  monitoring,

except  on  a  case-by-case  basis.     In  this  case,  the  administrators

generally  agreed with  the  special  interest  group  because  the
change  would  not  affect  standards  for  the  quality  of  air  itself ,

nor  would  it  remove  the  requirement  for  monitoring  devices

inside  smoke  stacks.   [A  full  account  of  the  situation  may  be

found  in  Exhibit  E]
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The  significance  of  the  textile  situation  is  that  the

pressure  was  not  directed  toward  the  administrators,  but  toward
the  State's  Environmental  Management  Commission  which  is  the

quasi-legislative  body.    The  administrators  were  able  to  voice
their  opinions  in  an  objective  manner.    This  type  of  situation
is  felt  to  be  the  most  desirable  because  the  legislative  body
has  the  advantage  of  being  able  to  hear  opinions  from  both  sides

of  the  fence.    In  this  case,  it  happened  that  the  admini:trators
did  not  object  to  the  legislation  being  changed.  `  This  is  a  case

where  the  influence  was  properly  directed.

In  other  cases,  evidence  shows  that  interaction  is  not
always  directed  toward  the  proper  persons  and  the  result

amount  to  political  pressure  levied  toward  the  agency  bureaucrat.

An  example  of  this  type  of  situation  is  described  in  detail  in

Exhibit  F.    The  case  involved  an  air  pollution  control

administrator  who  tried  to  secure  compliance  schedules  from  a

school  system  whose  smoke  stacks  were  emitting  too  much  smoke.

The  director  of  the  agency  almost  lost  his  job  because  a

school  board  member  was  able  to  influence  the  director's

boss  to  reprimand  him  for  enforcing  regulations  against  a

public  institution.
Judicial  or  legislative  review  of  administrative  enforcement

activities  is,  according  to  most  observers,  a  healthy  process.

An  example  of  this  type  of  situation  is  outlined  in  a  newspaper

article  titled  "Law  is  Unfairly  Enforced  Here,  Barbecuers  Say."

[See  Exhibit  G]     In  this  situation,  the  barbecue  establishment
operators  claimed  that  an  air  pollution  law  was  being  arbitrarily
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enforced  against  them.    They  took  their  case  to  the  local

newspapers  to  gain  support.     Eventually,  the  situation  was

brought  to  the  Board  of  County  Commissioners  who  adopted  the

original  air  pollution  regulations.    Under  pressure  from  the

barbecuers,   the  Commissioners  agreed  to  ask  the  county's

Air  Quality  Control  Advisory  Board  to:      (1)   Review  the  ordinance

to  decide  whether  it  applied  to  barbecue  establishments  or  just

to  industry,   (2)   If  it  did,  to  amend  it  to  exclude  barbecue

restaurants.    As  of  the  writing  of  this  paper,  the  regulations

have  not  been  altered.

Although  the  case  involves  legislative  review,  the  agency

involved  in  this  particular  case  may  not  be  able  to  discern

the  review  objectively  and  may  conclude  the  agency  was  the

subject  of  political  influence  pressure.     On  the  other  hand,

the  agency  could  view  the  situation  as  part  of  the  environmental

management  process  and  accept  the  interaction  as  desirable  input,

which  resulted  in  change.     The  distinction  between  interaction

and  influence  is  an  important  factor  in  this  incident.     If  the

negotiations  in  this  case  had  been  conducted  behind  closed  doors

or  the  influence  levied  directly  toward  the  bureaucrat,  then  it

could  have  been  reasonably  construed  as  unfair  influence  toward

the  administrator.

Interviews  With  Administrators

Influence  in  this  report  is  considered  to  be  anything  the

bureaucrat  believes  it  to  be.    Therefore,  the  questions  in  the

interviews  with  the  administrators  call  upon  these  perceptions
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and  not  upon  the  objective  facts.     Since  only  two  actual

interviews  were  conducted,  the  remarks  are  not  meant  to  be

universal  or  conclusive,  but  only  serve  to  examine  the  perceptions

of  the  administrators  of  whom  are  associated  with  the  agency

about  which  portions  of  this  field-based  research  paper  reports.

A  formalized  questionnaire  sheet  was  developed  and  used  in

order  to  guide  the  structure  of  the  interviews.   [See  Exhibit  H]

Analysis  of  Interviews

The  administrators  were  asked  if  they  felt  they  should

have  freedom  to  administer  the  laws  as  set  forth  by  the

legislature.    Both  respondents  said  yes,  but  approached  the

question  from  different  angles.    The  Director  said  that  public
sentiment  toward  environmental  issues  is  an  important  factor

in  determining  freedom  to  enforce  the  law.    He  noted  the  energy

crisis  as  an  example,   indicating  many  parameters  must  be

considered.     The  Assistant  Director  for  Program  Coordination

insisted  the  administrator  should  keep. in  mind  the  original

intent  of  the  law  and  not  add  his  own  values  or  interpretations.
Both  administrators  felt  the  law  as  written  in  their  jurisdiction
left  little  room  for  interpretation  or  administrative  discretion.

When  asked  if  they  felt  political  groups  or  individuals

should  monitor  their  enforcement  actions,  both  respondents  said

yes  in  a  very  positive  tone,  indicating  they  feel  administrators
may  become  too  independent  or  powerful  if  they  are  not  observed

by  someone  outside  the  bureaucratic  structure.     However,   it  was

pointed  out  that  a  balance  is  needed.     Too  much  interaction  or
overseeing  activity  could  hinder  the  day-to-day  functions.    The
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responses  to  the  question  indicates  an  understanding  of  their

relationships  between  various  clienteles.

The  administrators  agreed  that  one  of  the  problems  with

environmental  regulations  is  a  lack  of  understanding  of  the

enforcement  mechanisms  by  the  legislative  bodies.     One  said

that  it  was  evident  to  him  by  the  way  some  of  the  laws  are

written...there  is  no  feasible  way  to  enforce  them.     It  was

pointed  out  that  no  legislator  understands  the  details  of
implementation  as  well  as  administrators,  so  administrators

should  advise  the  legislators  and  get  good  laws  written.
"Inquiries"   from  politicians  may  help  or  hinder  the

administration  of  the  law  depending  on  the  purpose  of  the

inquiry.    If  the  inquiry  is  to  learn  about  the  agency,

positive  results  generally  colne  about.     However,   if  the

politician  seeks  special  favor,  then  the  bureaucrat  is  put
into  the  position  of  listening  to  individual  interest  rather
than  the  collective  legislative  interest  and  the  net  result
is  usually  negative.

It  was  learned  the  civil  servants  believe  administrators
of  environmental  law  should  be  professionals  and  not  politicians;

therefore,  they  should  be  insulated  from political  pressure
and  repercussions.    Neither  felt  the  bureaucrat  should  be

afraid  to  state  his  professional  judgments  in  ecology  issues

because  of  possible  repercussions.

In  brief ,  the  interviews  indicated  the  administrators  possess

an  understanding  of  the  machination  process  and  have  evolved

a working  relationship  with  their  clienteles.



CHAPTER   V`

AN  ADMINISTRATOR' S   PERCEPTIONS   OF   POLITICAL   INFI-UENCE

IrmosED   UPON

ADMINISTRATORS   OF  ENVIRONMENTAL   LAW

General  Discussion

The  problem  of  whether  or  not  administrators  of  environmental

law  perceive  that  they  are  subjects  of  political  pressure  has

been  discussed  so  far  in  this  paper  by  examining  different

aspects  of  the  administrators'   job  relationships.     It  is  the

purpose  of  this  Chapter  to  look  at  the  administrator  in  his
role  as  he  fits  into  the  total  administrative  picture.    A
model  has  been  developed  to  graphically  illustrate  the  environ-

mental  quality  legislative  and  enforcement  process.   [See  Figure  1]

The  model  starts  with  the  basic  assumption  that  the  natural

environment  is  of  low  quality.    The  general  public,  whether  it

be  composed  of  individuals,  special  interest  groups  or  other

segments  of  the  citizenry,  must  become  involved  enought  to  get

laws  passed  in  order  to  protect  and  conserve  the  natural  resotl¥ces.

If  efforts  are  not  successful,  the  ecology  remains  statris  quo  or

contihues  to  degrade.     The  legislative  body  has  the  option  of

seeking  advice  and  input  from  knowledgeable  sources,  the  public

and  other  interests  which  may  be  affected  by  environmental

regulations.    After  the  input,   appropriate  laws  may  or  may  not
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be  enacted.     If  no  laws  are  passed,   the  environment  suffers.

If  regulations  are  enacted,  an  administrative  agency  must  be

charged  with  the  implementation  process.

It  is  at  this  point  that  the  potential  to  become  involved
with  political  pressure  faces  the  bureaucrat.    He  must  seek  to

administer  his  mandate  fairly  and  equitably.     If  the  polluters

accept  the  responsibility  of  abating  their  emissions  to  the  envi-

ronment  all  is  well,  and  society  is  on  its  way  to  an  improved

environment.    However,  if  the  polluters  balk  efforts  to  alter
enforcement  activities  or  have  regulations  changed  will  occur.

If  the  polluter  takes  his  case  to  the  elected  legislative  body,
advisory  board  or  the  courts,  the  bureaucrat  is  generally  spared

the  direct  influence  as  it  has  been  discussed  in  this  paper.

However,   if  the  POJ.1uter  attempts  to  exert  direc+.  or  iri.direct

pressure  on  the  agency  officials  via  political  channels,  such  as

persuading  a  politician  to  privately  seek  changes  in  enforcement
techniques,  then  undue  influence  is  imposed  upon  the  administrator

of  environmental  law.

If  the  sources  of  pollution  accept  the  responsibility  to
clean  up,   inspections  need  to  be  made  on  a  continuing  basis

t6  determine  if  the  quality  of  the  environment  is  acceptable.

If  the  conditions  are  acceptable,  the  flow  sequence  would  end  -

or  loop  to  a  maintenance  schedule.     However,   if  the  conditions

are  nat  acceptable,  it  is  the  responsibility  of  the  public,
either  through  elected  officials,  special  environmental  interest

groups  or  some  other  monitoring  segment,  to  determine  if  extra
efforts  are  needed.     If  efforts  are  not  needed,  the  loop  endsj

if  yes,  then  actions  should  be  initiated  toward  persuading  the
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legislature  to  strengthen  the  environmental  laws.    As  an  alternate

route,   efforts  could  be  made  to  get  more  enforcement  of  laws

already  on  the  books.     Here  again  the  civil  servant  may  be

subject  to  direct  or  indirect  pressure.    This  type  of  situation
is  not  undesirable  in  and  of  itself .     It  depends  oh  how  the

administrator  perceives  the  interaction  and  how  he  reacts  to

the  situation.    In  brief ,  the  environmental  quality  legislative
and  enforcement  model  can  be  summarized  by  the  eight   (8)   decision

nodes  which  are  circled  on  Figure  1.

Conclusions

The  examination  of  the  concept  of  political  influence  as

perceived  by  administrato-rs  of  environmental  law  has  revealed
that  decision-making  processes  and  enforcement  actions  of  the

agencies  are  affected.     Over  80%  of  the  reporting  agencies  said

interaction  sometimes  caused  them  to  change  their  original

enforcement  decisions.     The  level  of  effect  depends  on  many

variables  such  as  intensity  and  purpose. of  interaction  or

influence,  the  parties  involved,  the  attitudes  of  the  enforcement

agency,   citizen  attitudes,   and  other  elements  which  may  have  a

bearing  on  the  issues.

It  is  reasonable  to  conclude  that  because  environmental

agencies  are  relatively  new  creatures  in  government,  administrators

have  not  fully  comprehended  their  role  relationships  to  legislative

bodies,   the  citizenry,   and  influence  groups.     These  misconceptions

may  have  contributed  to  their  perception  that  they  have  been  the

receptors  of  political  influence.     In  many  cases,  their  contacts

with  the  clienteles  should  have  properly  been  considered  as
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interaction.    The  bureaucrat  should  engage  in  dialogue  with

clienteles  who  have  interests  in  environmental  regulations  or

who  are  affected  by  the  laws.    The  bureaucrat  should  realize

that  he  has  political  power  to  help  formulate  regulations

which  manage  the  environment  in  a  responsible  manner.     At  the

same  time,  the  legislator  should  acknowledge  the  bureaucrats'

need  for  latitude  and  discretion  in  administering  regulations.

As  time  passes,  and  as  the  agencies  gain  experience  in

developing  and  using  the  mechanisms  for  inter facing  with

legislative  bodies,  citizens  and  specialized  clienteles,  it  is
likely  the  agencies  will  not  perceive  normal  interaction  as

pressure  because  they  wil.1  be  able  to  discern  the  difference.
However,  because  of  the  nature  of  enforcement  agencies,  there  will

probably  always  be  attempts  from  special  interest  clients  to
receive  select  consideration.    This  process  will  involve  political

pressure  on  the  agency.     The  agency  should  move  to  minimize  the

potential  for  bressure.     First,  the  agency  could  seek  support  and
appreciation  from  its  legislative  body,  thereby  providing  a  level
of  insulation  for  the  professional  which  will  allow  him  to  unbiasly

state  his  position  without  fear  of  undue  repraisal.    The  agency

should  develop  and  document  administrative  procedures  which  spell

out  enforcement  policies  and  guidelines.    This  action  can  prevent

many  instances  of  political  repercussion  because  of  arbitrary  or

discretionary  administrative  decisions.     Finally,  environmental

agencies  could  use  advisory  boards  or  commissions  as  sounding

instruments  to  receive  appeals  or  grievances  from  parties  who

are  not  pleased  with  the  enforcement  actions  of  the  agency.
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The  interaction  between  citizen,  politician,  and  bureaucrat

many  times  results  in  perceived  political  pressure  when  the

politician  attempts  to  help  the  citizen.    The  bureaucrat  may

perceive  the  inquiry  as  pressure  because  he  has  a  desire  to
facilitate  the  wishes  of  the  politician,  especially  if  the
elected  official  has  influence  with  the  agency  funding  sources.

Elected  off icials  are  in  a  balancing  position  also  and

often  experience  difficulties  in  handling  citizen  complaints.

The  complaints  consume  their  valuable  policy  making  time,  while

at  the  same  time  deprive  the  bureaucrat  or  lower  boards  of  the

opportunity  to  handle  the  problem without  assistance  from  the

politician.     [See  Exhibit  J]     One  possible  solution  to
handling  citizen  complaints  is  through  the  use  of  the  ombudsman

concept.     This  mechanism  has  been  used  successfully  in  Sweden  and

has  recently  been  adopted  in  Hawaii  and  Nebraska  and  by  several

American  cities.27

Surmary

A  study  has  been  conducted  which  examined  the  perceived

concepts  that  administrators  of  environmental  law  hold  toward

political  influence  imposed  on  them  during  the  administration
of  their  duties.    The  investigation  was  carried  out  by  three

basic  mechanisms:     review  of  literature,  questionnaire  survey  of

administrators  of  environmental  law,  and  on-the-job  experience

with  an  enforcement  agency.

27|dem,  Administrative  Law   (St.   Paul:
1972)'   p.117

West  Publishing  Company,
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The  study  also  examines  the  relationships  of  the  administrators

to  legislative  bodies,  the  general  public  and  influence  groups.     It

was  found  that  the  bureaucrat  should  engage  in  interaction  with  all

of  the  clienteles,  but  the  agency's  enforcement  actions  should  not

be  unduly  influenced  by  the  interaction.

The  analysis  of  the  survey  revealed  that  many  bureaucrats

think  they  receive  political  pressure  and  their  actions  are  many
times  changed  as  a  result  of  the  perceived  or  actual  influence.

The  agency's  concept  of  its  role  in  the  management  of  the

environment  largely  determines  how  it  perceives  interaction  with

clienteles.     If  the  agency  believes  it  should  only  administer

the  laws,  it  is  more  likely  to  perceive  interaction  as  influence.
Conversely,   if  the  agency  assumes  the  role  of  manager  of  the

environment,  which  includes  formulation  of  good  laws  as  well  as

administration  of  same,  it  is  unlikely  the  agency  will  interpret

interaction  as  influence.    The  hypothesis  that  administrators  of

environmental  law  have  engaged  in  manuvering  their  enforcement

actions  because  of  perceived  political  influence  was  proven.

EXHIBITS



EXHIBIT  A

William  M.   Edsel
4636   Walden  Drive
Winston-Salem,   NC     27106 May   30,    1975

•    Your  assistance  is  needed:     I  am  conducting  a  study  to
determine  the  level  of  political  influence  imposed  upon
Administrators  of  Environmental  Law  as  part  of  an  independant
study  for  a  MA  in  Political  Science.     Would  you  please  take  a
few  minutes  from  your  busy  schedule  to  answer  the  following
questions.     It  is  important  to  rrie  that  the  auestionnaire  forms
be  returned  by  June  15,   1975  in  order  that  I  can  compile  and
analyze  the  information.

Thank  you  in  advance  for  your  prompt  cooperation.

UESTIONS

(1)     Is  there  any  interaction  between  your  agency  and  a  legislative
body  Of i

a  C:Ify         /_n  arfNIlxfy         /_n  E;*a:Le         /_r7 Fe:df aral
(2)    Is  this  level  of  interaction:

/_r7  `uRN            /B  Ewe;diljrm          /_r7  H:ngin
(3)     Does  the  interaction  involve  the  discussion  of  specific  laws?

0  Yc:s3            /a  The                  /a  srowf:rlmif=s
(4)    Is  the  interaction  initiated  by:

g Individual  interests       /7 Local  business  interests
. /_r7  Crjianurallfy 5rtJ:fart:sts          /g  or:her (Specify)

(5)     Does  this  interaction.result  in  the  alteration  of  original
decisions?

a rfrfaver      -/~n  &OAVf ±rl"es    /_r7 of tysn         /_r7  A;JjNays
(6)     Do  you  feel  that  the  level  of  interaction  is:

/_r7 Tco TNurch  /_r7  p:Lf ririt           /a Tor3 rlrrfue
{7)     Are  changes  made  as  a  result  of  citizen  grievances?

/_r7  Yc:s3            /a rto                  /0  gorAV€+i;Ines
(8)     How  often  do  non-political  institutions  influence  the  operation

of  your  agency?

/_n  TJ;rrerty      /~r7  &f Irvfat:rmif3s    /_n  of:+Jam
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(9)     Is  the  agency  affected  by  the  actions  of  higher  levels  of
government?

/a  Tkffrerty      /_r7  gf IAvf:+:rrves    /_r7  of:+i an
(10)     Are  decisions  on  regulations  based  on  cost  effectiveness?

/g  A:JNays      ur7  of tyf!n            /B  &f yne;fllRE:a    /_r7  Tivflrerty
(11)     Do  you  consider  the  political  repercussions  of  your  decisions?

•   0 riv€Ner        /_r7  TB;a:rerty          /_r7  Scarf:ri:jnes    /a  of tyf:A

(12)     Do  newspapers  and  mass  media  publicize  issues  that  result  in
political  pressure?
/_n  r>f:Lf:A      /a  Ejomtf:rrmif as    /B  TJ;fj:rerty

(13)     Does  the  local  Board/Legislative  use  the  mass  media  to  assist
your  agency?

a    of:+I:A    /_r7  sciAvf3;rrmes    a TNe;Iver
(14)     Who  takes  the  repercussions  of  actions  that  have  political

overtones?

# Air  Quality  Control  Director
L7HealthDirector
0  rjHfyf er (Specify)

(15)     Has  the  agency  been  in  a  con fr-ontation  situation  with  industry?

/_n rfyfrver      /_r7  S>oAV€ryjnes    un  rJftfA
(16)     Is  there  a  mechanism  for  balancing  growth  policy  with

environmental  policy?

or7 yf 5;s±         a rto                /_r7  Orir:irf:I
(17)     Is  the  agency  involved  in. dealing  with  the  judicial  branch?

/a  B;AIerty    /_r7  Sc]Avf 3;+rlne!s    /8  orlf3!n

{18)     Does  the  local  Board/Legislature  understand  the  working  of
the  agency?

/-LJ Vc:ry well                          tn| Wr>fuf:ra:fe      .0 TjcyN
(19)     Does  a  change  in  the  composition  of  the  Board  affect  the

operation  of  the  agency?
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(20)     What  is  the  priority  level  of  environmental  issues?

/_r7  H:yqin        /D  twf ±dil:in          /B  TlffN

(21)     Is  the  local  Board/Legislature  result-oriented  in  its
dealings  with  your  agency:

/a  sfit;ron.rfuy                             /_r7  wade:ra+I rty          /_r7  E;|it!rirJ+rty
(22)     Does  the  local  Board  insulate  the  agency  from  other  political

institutions?

a Yes         /a rto               /a  sowf=rl"frs3
(23)      Name   of  Agency

Address
(optional)

/_r7 Tledreral  /_]  S;+fife           0 Tjf>cal                  /_r7  orJ:r.i er
(24)     Other  information  included.     If  you  know  of  books,  magazine

articles,  etc. ,  or  newspaper  documentation  regarding  instances
of  political  influence. imposed  upon  administrators  of  environ-
mental  law,   I  would  appreciate  being  advised  of  same.

Thank  you!
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Board of County Commissioners

E.  W.  ''Bud" Weaver,  Chairman

Lake  Lytal,  Vice.Chairman

Robert  F.  Culpepper

Robert C. Johnson

Bill  Medlen

EXHIBIT   a

June  4,1975

County Administrator
Robert J.  Rollins

Department of  Environmental  Control

Mr.   William  M.   Edsel
4636  Walden  Drive
Winston-Salem,   North/ Carolina  27106

RE:   Your.questionnaire  letter,   dated  May  30,1975

Dear  Mr.   Edsel:

I  hope  that  my  hastily-scrawled  response  to  your
questionnaire  accomplishes  your  purposes.     As  you  will  note
from  the  enclosed  late-1974  news  articles  recounting  my
unsuccessful  attempts  to  remove  a  highly-political  exemption
for  agricultural  pollution  sources  from  local  environmental
control,  political  considerations  often  overwhelm  all  other
considerations  at  the  environmental  policy-making  level.     In
the  sugar  industry  case,   I  was  simply  trying  to  point  out  to
our  Board  of  County  Commissioners  that  the  fact  and  the  law
#:#::Lt:=¥±L¥x:£;::::„ Fhe[:°E:±n::go:=±a:=::ec::a:h±: me

::u::; , :pE:::::=:::a:n8oZ:::1t8::i:::et!::na:Tp::y:; :=the
policy-tinged  enforcement  efforts  will  be  subjected  to  close
political  scrutiny.     The  best  guideline,  of  course,   is  to
conscientiously  and  vigorously., apply  Environmental  Control
Laws  wherever  necessary.

Environmental  Control  Officer
Palm  Beach  County

DPK/ket
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•An   attempt   to   place   local   pollution

controls  on  sugar  cane  growers  and  other

8gu{£tu;,{far{3:d i,Pet:treers:.:y. jn    Pa,in    Beach

a||o`€O;uft{aygr€:uTtnu]:::`:::i:.p.yi%tne:6r:[riai:
•in  the  count}''s  environrr.ental  Control  act

3;tigeas!3:E,?,?dg;::y.fr8mrepreser,tati`.es
Th.e   mol.ion   to   retain   the   exem.otion

``.as     rr,ade     by   .Commissioner     E.     W.
`iv'eaver,  who  said  tr.e  sugar  industry  r!as
doneF::i ";eal!:.rb}'a]rn?e8i.`!3:{enn8ts{ts:!faed   at

strengthening   the   er;vironmental   control
act  \+.ere  uilarlimous]y  appriived  for  pre-
ser.tatio]t  to  the, county.s  legisla:ive  dele-
gation.

Commiss`.oners  vL.ere  urged  to  recom-
In€nd  removal  of  the  agricultural  exemp-.

SE:cnobbs%,.fas;Svt{::;mce°;ut::ycoAntttry6]`ovfj;:;ae¥
Dennis  Koehler  all.d  Ken  Beall,  chail`iT.£n
of    the    cour`.ty.s   Er.vironmental    Control

.He.ar.!Eg}£°aBred;ch  co.unty's  handsJ are  lit-
eral]y   tied   becaijse   of   the   exerr,ption,"

S:idrcesK:::.1::.an;`£gri?fuftetiE::I.th!:}[:tti::
PolluHt:°nss?:retehs;i'e   is   Ilo  `differenee   in

smoke   from   a   sugar.company.s   smcke
stack  an{]  smoke  from  F`lorida   Power  &
L!g'`±oce#:rRs{:.isr3h:e3`:I.-.Pr]ainntaustryhas

dorle   a   good   job   of   sglf   regulation.   but
said  there  is  a  need  for  local  controls  &s
``..ell  as  statc.  regulations.

11.  the   exemption   \\'erc   remo\'ed.   it
`-I.ould    limit    Li`e    co`-`nt}'    to    controls    r,o
mc.re  stringent  than  e>:ist.iiig  state  reooula-
tions.

Cteorgi.  \\'ed|i``.orili,   chait.man  of   the
E!)`'iror.in.?nt`l`   Q``ta!ity   Committee  of  the
FI.ori{:a  S\igar  Ctir!e  Let-`g\ie,  said  the  Tiub-
lie  intcrcsL  r`tllld  best.  I`e  serve{l  `.by  agri-
clllLurc's    ou.n    ir.Let-mt    actions    \i.orki.lg
`h.ith  rc{:ll`.1Lor}.  fit:r5or`nel."

\`,'cd[!wo!.Lh  s@i(I  rcipl.csentat.Lves  or  the
s`i::.ir  intlust{.}.  l„ivc  hf t]  to  {lc.I..>nd  the  ex-
em|}tion   because  of  a   .'misundersta.n(ling

• George  Wedg-i.ror!!i  I.eferids

....  industr}''s  ar.{i-po]!utior!  ect!on5

:ya{tnhtea}E:eds.Sthaantdt8:mj:asu¥tar`;g°£gi:.;hh°.
trotted."

He said  that beliefs  that  tr,e state De-
partment of  Pollution Cop,trot does I.ot. en:
force  regulations  on  the  industry are  "un-
founded."'.`During  the   almost  four-}'e=r  life  of

;hcet,PcaotnTaiBn:£§hthfe°:%t[?i'c:I?L]ut;I:i::e?n°#ro°,i
.  .  .  the  Sugar  industr}'  has materia]l}. re-
duced  pollution  emissior`.s  by  strict  adher-
ence   to,  open    field   burning   rc.gulations
u.hich   is  assured.  b}'   tt}e  industr}''s  rigid
self-po]icing  action,"  Wet!g``'oi.th  said.

Oi}e   of    the   ot.net   amendi?]eats,   for•\whicli   commissionL`rs   recomriiended   ap-

i)ro\7al,    \`.o`.ltd    allow    tile   En\'ironmeiit<i`
Control  Ilearing  ]}oLlrd  to  lev}'  civil  penal-
(ies  up  to  $500-.1-d<iy  against  violators  or
the  coiir]ty  act  ``'ho  fail  to  ta'xe preventive
or corrective  in.cas`lres.

-G^YI.F.I'..\LLF.SF,T\'

EXHIBIT   D

R@%ohirvg
By JOIIN  OPEL

Po,I  S'a'' W,l'®,

codeErcr3:`n8,p:?n:.I.::#it`Ercaid`ian]3gsu[er'i'es°nfr:hme.

#3;E,.rBaenacj,;t:o:n,g[opnoe,[u`#:tnt;::t.:reds:;2;.
County  Commission  me¢Ling.

Two   commissioners   reacted   strongly   to
Environmental     Control     Orricer    Dennis     P.
.I{oehler.s  lelter  on  the  agricultural  exemption
to   George    11.    Wedgworth,    president   of   the

iv!h§a§!:ha:idiu,ii;sit;i:eic::;eiot!!Ee:;:t:§X;i::tip;;`!;i;a§j:!':idr!;::#::

£°aet}:::baendEnsst[:ucck`edtotaa£#is°t:;ti°ofn.P°#£g
county  Environmiintal  Control  Act  charges  the
®nrorccmcnt  ofriccr  with  making  "rccommen.
dations   concerning   llie   improvement  of  envi.
ronmc»lal  control."

sion'cr!`eE?k\S:S\S::3e::P:::::tdat!,Y,ea'tcb°;:amu!sS:

3:a.::!ssta.|ef°r::-:.i°.tut!o`#!P,#§:re"e:`ersyho°nu;dfsstaaf¥
lol.dad  the  sillnc  trealmcnL."

Weaver  said  he  is  "angered  by  people  who
liavc  ncvcr  sccn  a  stalk  of  sugiir  cane  yet  are.
going   to  sit   in  judgment  of . the  sugar   indus-

;::::t;i£§:;`{;S:,:!r¥::i:tcf:i:;i,i{:;t:;t;;1;;I.;;i;0::,:a:qd£::;t;
sl`ould  vigorously  oppose  any  legislation  which

r®in68al  s-Eym£®d
could  upset  the  uniform  balance  or  regulatory
controls."

mcn{]a°iw8::{ioie^Pc°t!nst::c?fi:at#;t#oehr#s!rt°hn;
adoption  of  standards  that.  that  are  more  strili-
8enLK`:`eahnLesr'a.Tt]esosL#eadri;].aHheThroadscope"

+

#.il,ea,e,::E#on.,,?:ioapgr.|!;,:iitus.;',!hcpof)o.u,::!

:::!,:!E:p,?s;r.c,:hu!iiic;i,v,::s:I:o:c.!dua:,?I,i:e::T`hneanh`asd`:::

re.ccivcd  Koehler's  letter  but  that  he  continues

ilo.n:::Ho;:r;:nEd:;za!::::tg:a:rg:,.:n::u:su;i;,tar;:ig:u!:sT:pj
basis.

``We  grow  cane  in  four  c6unties  and  pro.

;ess   .i[    in    tlil.ee,"     Wed``'orth    s:ild..   "Even

!he°nu,:htht:;:Co#|ati%nsd{:Feur'!:;`abncdms:Eie%ttr`,no.
interpretation   by   four   difrercnt   control   offi.
cers."

He  said  that  tjoth  from  an  indi`stry  stand-

Pv°o!#d3:d..£ru°cTsfm;ie8ri!at'o°!;yon%tc:rt:.:::n!iai:

#6§§t;#ju°nsn!Cryr..e:§CeJi#g}:,§u;:?I::ss:i;I::hoi`shcai`:;|§

;.{ionn.any   Way"   Short   of   removing   the   exemp.
A       $72,000       Environmental       Protection       +``.:

Agency  (EP^)  gr.in[  to  the  county  is  at  stake          .'
in  the  cut.rent  deb.1te  over. the  agricullural  ex-      -
empLion.   Koehler   s.lid   lliat   "EPA  has  stated

:e:dr¥:u#C;:d}!yoal!lfi,t%b,::.;o::tehT°o:not:`£e,;:!*;i.T8t.i:::
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EXHIBIT   E

The   SENTINEL,
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Winston-Salem,   N.   C., Wednesday,   May
I,I

28.    ig75

Air ®!!hafl.Ei®n

Law ehaFT8e
W®usid   EL]it  7  -

i  ``                -By  NAsf]  HEFLNDON
:a `.                 ` Sentinel  staff  Reporter

?.Charigesinairqualityregulationsproposedby
the state.s  pow-erful  textile  industry  worild  ex-
:empt seven  of eight industries  and  institut.ions
in Forsyth County from conducting street level
.air quality  monitoring.•: .`The industry opposes  the regulation citing  it

as  unnecessary and  inflationary.  A  monitoring
Station would cost between $5,000 and $10,000 a•?=:eto|:3erra:eiiring..`ambiencemonitoring"

.Stations was passed last year and requires air
quality   monitoring   near  smokestacks  where
Particle emission e.xceeds 25 tons a year.
;  The stations monitor levels of several specific
pollutants   in   the   air  and   are  similar  to   11
stations  operated  by  Forsyth County Office Of
A'ir Quality Control.
.j`  The law has not been erirorced,  sources say.
.because   the   Department   of   Natural   and
Economic    Resources    (NER)    anticipates   a
change in regulations being pursued by the N.C.
Textile Manufacturing Association.

: ;..                  .case-by-Case' hasis
I:   The textile industry is repo+tedly pressuring

ivER  to change regulations so such monitoring•sfations  will  only  be  required  on  a  "case-by-
•case.. basis. Such criteria as plant size, location
-and relationship  to total environment would  be

used.
:.'  :Itobert  FL.  F`ulp,  direct,or  of  Environmental
Arrairs  for  F`orsyth  County.  said  eight  plants
and institutions in Forsyth are now required to

• justal]  "ambience  mon]toring"  stations  t]nder
the law..
:   ..AS I understand  the anticipated change (in
regulations). only the R. J. Reynolds power std-
lion  (in  do`untown  Winstonisalem)  would  still
I]e required to conduct such monitoring.:' Pulp
said.

.    The other institutions that would no longer be

::g:::font:scchoanndgu:d,asr:cEaTe:n#::ntge,Str¥t:
lord  and  Weeks  plants  Of  Hanes  Corp..  R.J.
Reynolds Whitaker Plant. Winstonsalem State
•University,  Wake  Forest  University  and  N.C.

Baptist Hospital.
r`ulp said  none or the eight institutions have

been  asked  to  comply  with  I,he  law  because
-changes are soon to be considered by the state
. Environmental  Management Commission.

•..We  `vere  ready  lo  implement  it,  then  we
heard or this proposal  {to change n`gulations).
so  we  are  holding  off  until  the  regulation  is
resolved." he said.

•S~ho-uld  Be  Required'    `      :.

;      .{We in F`orsyth (County government)  oppos-'  ..ed  the  law  when  it  came  out.  I  still  think  it's

: .good  to  require  monitoring  in  certain  cases.•.such  as  when  dangerous  materials  are  being

`  emit,ted, but such monitoring is fairly expensive`,.and should be required on a case-by-case basis.
• .`not across  the  board,"  F`ulp  said.

:    The change will  not affect standards  for  the
::quality of air itself,  nor will it remove  the re--:.quirement    for    monitoring    devices    inside
I jsmokestacks. .
::.   The  textile   industry  argues   that  Some.200
;tstations would be needed across the state under-:.the   present    regulation.    Such    stations   cost

;.between  $5,000  and  Slo,000  a  year  to  operate.

;;Fu|:w¥sjdit.   Martin,  director-Of  NER'S  En-
';:vironmental   Management   Division,   said   the

:.present   law   is   "overambitious"   and
:.;.`overzealous."   .
::. `He said  (he state.s own  monitoring  network

• . and state and federal regulations that factories
:.measure  pollution  inside  smokestacks  are suf-
;.`rictent  to  proLec(  the  sfat.e's  air.•r:I.-The   state   operates   140   such   .monitoring

stations.   according   to  James  A.   Mccolman.
cl]ier o.I.air quality for  the division.       .^    .•~'

CASE   EXAMPI.E   OF   POLITICAI.   INFLUENCE

IMPOSED   UPON   AN   ADMINISTRATOR

OF. ENVIRONMENTAL   LAW

This  case  involves  a  Regional  Air  Pollution  Control  Agency

and  its  efforts  to  secure, compliance  schedules  from  a  consolidated

city/county  public  school  system  in  its  area  of  jurisdiction.
The  facts  for  this  case  were  received  from  the  agency  personnel,

file  information  and  newspaper  accounts  of  the  situation.

In  early  1971,  the  air  pollution  control  agency  requested

compliance  schedules  from  the  school  system's  Board  of  Education

because  a  number  of  the  school's  facilities  were  not  in  compliance

with  the  smoke  laws.     After  months  of  negotiations,   the  Agency

advised  the  Board  that  if  it  did  not  submit  a  plan  of  action  to

correct  the  problems ,  appropriate  enforcement  activities  would

proceed  and  at  such  time  the  facilities  of  the  school  system
were  found  in  violation  of  applicable  air  pollution  standards  and

regulations,  the  Agency's  Director  would.  recommend  litigation,

subject  to  the  approval  of  the  Regional  Air  Quality  Control  Board.-
In  only  a  few  days  after  the  request,  one  of  the  Board  of

Education  members  publicly  branded  the  Director  of  the  Agency
"the  Zenith  of  Bureaucratic  Arrogance."     In  addition  to  the

politically  oriented  and  abrasive  articles  in  the  newspapers,
the  Chairman  of  the  Board  of  Education  contacted  the  Chairman  of

the  Board  of  County  Commissioners  and  pursuaded  the  Commissioner
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to  strongly  reprimand  the  Director  to  tbe  point  that  his  job  was

in  severe  jeopardy.

In  the  ensuing  months,  progress  was  extremely  slow  because

of  the  adverse  political  pressure.    Today,  in  1976,   five  years

later,  the  school  system  still  has  not  fully  complied  with  applicable

regulations .
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commissibhers  iilked  abobt. barbecue. tor an hou:r yesterday

thenatesome -.-- '-" ....;.     i..;                  .      ..        ` ..... `.~ .-,...,   : ......-. ;...
•..  Seven -operato-rs of baibeeue e;tabli.shmehts,  wholesale and  retail,  attended

-,,.-

~`

and

the com.-
missi.o'ners'  weekly  briefing  to  complain  that  they  think  air-quanty laws  are  being.ar-
bitrarily enforc.ed  against  them  in  Forsyth  county.  `                                    -,..`    ..,....   `-

To demonstrate how much it would mean to be able to go back to the old preordinance
days Of hickory{coked barbecue. they brought some succulent samples for comparis6n
tasting ..........- `.                                                                          ..`.

Although Paul Myers, 'a caterei; told.the comnds;ioriers that lie is c]a'ridestine].y ccori-

inrfu°gvhetrifj:::oT¥s-intheth:o::t¥]:ierif{:kfi:g£!Sko:E.-Ccokedsampleus.edyes,terdaywas
.   Commissioner David L.  Drummond  couldn't tell  the difference b.etwetn.t.he 9]d  sty)e.-
and the new style, cooked with eleeLricity. Commissioner John C. Kiger could tell rigbt
a:NIay.I.,.:..: ..---...-    `      `.`                       '`..
'  Xigeralsoi;idthe]awthat          Fu]p   said   that   barbecue       .  "When   people   don't   lunow,
is interfering  with the ccoking
or  barbecue. is  ``asinine" ;and
promised  .to   do,  something
aboutit.-^     .   ` ....

In   an  hour-long  d.iscri;;ion,
navored   by   some   tess-thatr
polite remarks by the barbecue
men to Robert R. Fu]p, who is
charged with enforcing  the or-
dinance.`  . the    commissioners
agreed:   I .... `.

-To  ask  the  county's  air-
quality   advisory.board   to
review the ordinance to decide
whether it applies to barbecue
or just to  industry.. '-

|.ti;]feitcidu¥esbaapft#u:.am`e?d

operations   have   been   major
contributors -to air po]tution in
the county  and  that the law is
being   enforced   au   over   the
stat.e.     I  `:-:.

The   barbecue   inch   argued
tE:;o:::i:to''#,a&Fyuchha::
been   led  .out   since   the   or-
.dinance took effect in January
1972.

The  reserved  their strongest•c'omments   for  Fulp's  conten-

tion  that  the  law  is  being  en-
fo-rccd  elsew'here.  Myers  said
he   u'ill   take   Fulp   around   to
open-pit   operations   in   other
counties,  adding:       .
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they  need  to be shown." .     '
: 'Myers said there are sev:rat

open-pit   operations   going   at
night  in' Forsyth  County.  ..

thg!gredri:£:ci':fg:rn`gtedf:rfcee;
tobacco growers here who use
wood  for  curing.  Pulp  said  it
had  never cecurred  to him.• A   check   yesterday   showed

that  there`are  a  rev  growers
who  still  use  wood,, including
one with four barns near Rural
mll ....           '       -          -

•.,.,.        \            .... ~
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EXHIBIT   H

PERSON-TO-PERSON   QUESTIONS

FOR   INDIVIDUALS   INVOI.VED   WITH

ADMINISTRATION   OF   ENVIRONMENTAL   I.AW

Person  Interviewed:

Date i Time i

Place  of  Interview:

Statement  of  Pur

AM/PM  until

Title :
an/pM

This  interview  is  for  the  purpose  of  gathering  information

and  getting  your  perception  of  how  much,  if  any,  political

pressure  is  imposed  upon  administrators  of  Environmental  Law.
I.    Do  you  feel  that  administrators  should  have  freedom  to

administer  the  law  as  set  forth  by  the  Legislature?

(A)     Overt  Response:

(8)     I.atent  Response:

2.

EXHIBIT   H [CONTINUED]

Does  the  law  in  your  jurisdiction,  as  written,  leave  the

administrator  discretion  to  make  interpretations  in  areas
where  the  administrator  exhibits  expertise?    Explain.

(A)      Overt  Response:

(8)     Latent  Response:

3.    Do  you  feel  that  political  groups  or  individuals  should

monitor  the  actions  of  administrators  if  they  are  vigorously

and  fairly  enforcing  the  law?    Explain.

(A)      Overt. Response:

(8)     I,atent  Response:
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EXHIBIT   H    [CONTINUED]

4.     Do  you  think  most  developers   (legislators)   of  Environmental

Law  understand  the  mechanisms  of  Enforcement?

(A)     Overt  Response:

(8)     Latent  Response:

5.     Do  you  think  that  "Inquiries"  from  politicians  help  or  hinder

the  administration  of  the  law,  and  what  do  you  think  is  the

net  effect  of  these  inquiries?

(A)     Overt  Response:

(8)     Latent  Responses:
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EXHIBIT   H    [CONTINUED]

6.     Do  you  think  administrators  of  Environmental  Law  should  be

insulated  from  political  repercussions?

(A)      Overt  Response:

(a)     Latent  Response:
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EXHIBIT   I
UNITED  STATES  ENVIRONMENTAL  PROTECTION  AGENCY

BEGION  VllI

1860  LINCOLN  STREET
DENVER.  COLORADO   80203

June  3,   1975

Mr.   William  M.   Edsel
4636  Walden  Drive
Winston~Salen,   NC       27106

Dear  Mr.   Edsel:

I  have  endeavored  to  answer  your  questionnaire  with  positive
answers  based  on  ny  four  years'   experience  as  Director  of  Congressional
and  Intergovemmental  Relations  of  Region  VIII  of  EPA.

In  order  that  you  may  have  the  full  benefit  of  the  Agency's
experience,  I  an  writing  to  expand  on  the  answers,  since  they  are
couched  in  tens  of  pressure  on  us.    Fortunately,  this  situation  is
generally  reversed.     It  is  this  Agency  that  applies  pressure  of  one
kind  or  another  on  others,  not  necessarily  governmental.     In  the  first
six  questions,  you  have  placed  emphasis  on  interaction  which,. by
reason  of  the  changes  in  Federal  legislation,  have  been  high  between.
EPA  and  state  and  local  goverrmerits.

In  regard  to  question  24,   the  newspapers  are  full  of  requirements
put  upon  state  and  local  goverrments  by  the  Federal  legislation  and
regulations.     I  cannot  document  or  corment  on  any  adverse  pressure
brought  against  EPA,   since  such  pressure  is,  even  if  asserted,  very
gentle  indeed,  and  comes  more  in  the  nature  of  requests  for  information
rather  thari  outright  pressure.

I  could  write  a  book  for  you  on  the  subtleties  of  political
machinations  but  will  not  do  so  at  this  time.

Intergovemmental  Relatlon§
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Wjnstonsalem Journal -and Sentinel,

EXHIBIT   J
• Wiristonisalem,  N.  C. I,

Sunday.  May 4'  1975 Pa e  A .. `S' i

•B:oard Wonders  Haw

Tio  Hea-F  Comrilaints
By Bill  Gilkeson

S'®ff
` Cbmrfissioner   Jrilian  .-F.

Keith  of  Forsyth  County  told
I)is:  fellow    commissioners
Thu.rsday  he  thinks  they  may
be  letting  too  much  6f  their
timE  be  taken  up  by  citizens
with complaints that should be
taken  to somebody else.      ,

The  subject came up at the
corpmissioners'  weekly  brief-
ing:session   when   it  was  an-
nounced   that  a  woman  from
Old:Town wanted  to complain
that   a   health   department
sanitarian had refused to test a
sariple of water from her well.
It  tiJrned  out  that  the  won,an
I)ad` not  talked  to  the  county
Board Of Healtli,  whose policy
the`-sanifarian   was  following
wheii<'he`...ieiused.-..`

ihA6!te;o'!it:nnjn8a::'etnogththt:
sanitarian,  the commissioners
fina:ll,v  .told  her  to  go  see  tJ]e
Board df Health.•Kei.the.I:£:jreef!:gsj3:Sfj°t:S].etstaj:

i:i§j[:tt¥f:::C:°:s+oa::idsthg;;ie::I:
to rfuake.   ,

I b£'£g-i:gputbi,:c  ::::i:g I::

citfaen  `complaints   does   two
thil}gs,  Keith  said:

s±!t#nri¥u;grj:huesc]oOuwp:¥
boards  who  could  handle  the
prdyleinontheirown..       ,

mfsS:gnje,r3refvreon:¥:,::Fg.
around ;.to  "broad,  long-range
P°#'.:?thd::!S`£:S;';-u|ipreferto

hav.e ,people   other   than   the

g;ea§:vai`:i:i::i;:jTghesecsosj:I;
could  hire  an  ombudsman  to
ham-dle .citizen  complaints,  he
said.  And  h`e  seemed   to  like•Co-unty, Manager  Nicholas  M.

Mejszer`s idea of setting aside
a  time. for  citizen  complaints
before   or   after   the   com-
mis.sioriers'    regular   meeting
evny Other Monday.

Other commissioners did not
to¢l[y .a-gree with Keith.  John
I]..:T.andy. asked  how  a  com-
missioner  can  tell  one  of  the
pco-plc -who  put  him  in  office
that he.s not going to listen to
hiri. And Roy G. Hall Jr. said
he is reluctant to send somcone
who  calls  him  for  help  back

F!.porter

.'`through 'the Protean maze Of
the county bureaucracy."

But   John   C.   Kiger   sym-
pathized   with   Keith.   People
call him often with complaints
about  the  school  system,   he
said, before they have talked to

` a   school   board   me.mber.
The way commissioners han-

d]e meetings and decisions has
been   a   topic   of   discussion
lately.  Michael  K.  MCMahan,
the  assistant  county  manager
who   is   resigning,   said   the
board's long delays  in making
policy  decisions  has made his
job harder.

And   at   last  week's  com.
missioners'    meeting,    people
from  a  group  who  had  come
mainly  to talk about Reynolds
Memorial  Hospital  tock  i]p  a '
good deal of Lime making com-
ments  about  other  things  on `
the agenda.                      :. -~.i
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX   1

QUESTIONNAIRE   CODE   SHEET

COLUEN  1:     Is  there   any  interaction  between  your  agency  and  a
legislative  body  of :     City

I  =  Low             2   =  Medium             3   =   High

COLUMN  2:     Is  there   any  interaction`between  your  agency  and  a
legislative  body  of :     County

i  =  Low             2   =  Medium             3   =   High

COLUMN   3:     Is  there  any  interaction  between  your  agency  and  a
legislative  body  of :     State
1   =   Low             2   =   Medium             3   =   High

COLUMN  4:     Is  there  any  interaction  between  your  agency  and  a
legislative  body  of :     Federal   .

I   =  Low             2   =  Medium             3   =   High

COLUMN  5:     Does  the  interaction  involve  the  discussion  of  specific
laws?

1   =  No                2   =   Sometimes      3   =   Yes

COLUMN  6:     Is  the  interaction  initiated  by:     Individual  interests

1  =  Yes

COLUMN  7:     Is  the  interaction  initiated  by:     Local  business  interests

I  =  Yes

COLUMN  8:     Is  the  interaction  initiated  by:     Community  interests

I  =  Yes

COLunIN  9:     Is  the  interaction  initiated.  by:     Other

I  =  Yes

COLUMN  10:  Does  this  interaction  result  in  the  alteration  of
original  decisions?

1  =  Never       2   =  Sometimes     3  =  Often        4  =  Always

COLUMN  11:   Do  you  feel  that  the  level  of  interaction  is:

1  =  Too  Little       2  =  Right   3  =  Too  Much
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COLUMN  12:     Are  changes  made  as  a  result  of  citizen  grievances?

i  =  No            2  =  Sometimes     3  =  Yes

COLUIIN  13:     How  often  do  non-political  institutions  influence
the  operation  of  your  agency?

I  =  Rarely  2  =  Sometimes`    3  =  Often

Col-UMN  14:     Is  the  agency  affected  by  the  actions  of  higher  levels
of  government?

I  =  Rarely  2  =  Sometimes     3  =  Often

COLum]  15:    Are  decisions  on  regulations  based  on  cost  effectiveness?

I  =  Rarely  2.=  Sometimes     3  =  Often     4  =  Always

COLUMN  16:     Do  you  consider  the  political  repercussions  of  your
decisions?

1  =  Never     2  =  Rarely           3  =  Sometimes     4  =  Often

COLunIN  17:     Do  newspapers  and  mass  media  publicize  issues  that
result  in  political  pressure?
I  =  Rarely  2  =  Sometimes     3  =  Often    4  =  Other  Response

COLUIIN  18:     Does  the  local  Board/Legislative  use  the  mass  media
to  assist  your  agency?

I  =  Never     2  =  Sometimes     3  =  Often

COLUMN  19:     Who  takes  the  repercussions  of  actions  that  nave
political  overtones:    Air  Quality  Control  Director
I  =  Yes

COLUDIN  20:     Who  takes  the  repercussions  of  actions  that  we  have
political  overtones:    Health  Director
I  =  Yes -

COLUMN  21:     Who  takes  the  repercussions  of  actions  that  h.ave
political  overtones?    Other (Specify)

I  =  Yes

COLUMN  22:     Has  the  agency  been  in  a  confrontation  situation  with
industry?

1  =  Never     2  =  Sometimes     3  =  Often       4  =  Other  Response
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COLUEN  23:     Is  there  a  mechanism  for  balancing  growth  policy  with
environmental  policy?

1=No             2=Yes             3=Other

COLUMN  24:     Is  the  agency  involved  in  dealing  with  the  judicial
branch?

I  =  Rarely     2  =  Sometimes     3  =  Often     4  =  Other  Response

COLUEN  25:     Does  the  local  Board/Legislature  understand  the  working
of  the  agency?

I  =  Low            2  =  Moderate            3  =  Very  Well
4  =  Other  Response

COLUMN  26:     Does  a  change  in  the  composition  of  the  Board  affect
the  operation  of  the  agency?

i  =  No            2  =  Yes            3  =  Other  Response

COLUEN  27:    What  is  the  priority  level  of  environmental  issues?

1  =  I.ow          2   =  Medium     3  =  High

C.OLUMN  28:     Is  the  local  Board/Legislature  result-oriented  in
its  dealings  with  your  agency:

I  =  Slightly      2  =  Moderately      3  =  Strongly

COLUMN  29:     Does  the  local  Board  insulate  the  agency  from  other
political  institutions?
1  =  No             2  =   Sometimes             3  =  Yes

COLUMN   30:     Type  of  environmental   agency:

1=Federal       2=State       3=Local       4=Other
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